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We investigate the performance of channel-aware scheduling algorithms designed for the downlink of a wireless communication
system. Our study focuses on a two-transmit antenna cellular system, where the base station can only rely on quantized versions
of channel state information to carry out scheduling decisions. The motivation is to study the interaction between throughput
and fairness of practical spatial multiplexing schemes when implemented using existing physical layer signaling, such as the one
that exists in current wideband code division multiple access downlink. Virtual MIMO system selects at each time instant a pair of
users that report orthogonal (quantized) channels. Closed-form expressions for the achievable sum-rate of three diﬀerent channel-
aware scheduling rules are presented using an analytical framework that is derived in this work. Our analysis reveals that simple
scheduling procedures allow to reap a large fraction (in the order of 80%) of the sum-rate performance that greedy scheduling
provides. This overall throughput performance is obtained without aﬀecting considerably the optimal short-term fairness behavior
that the end users would perceive.
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1. Introduction
The deployment of multiple transmit (Tx) antennas at
the base station (BS) has emerged as an eﬀective way for
improving the overall throughput in a wireless commu-
nication system. This is because multiuser multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) downlink systems oﬀer multiple
channel directions to send independent information streams
to multiple users simultaneously within the same resource
block, capitalizing the so-called spatial multiplexing gain [1].
However, resource allocation in multiuser MIMO systems
is not a trivial task because users should be selected taking
into account not only their spatial compatibility, but also
their individual channel strengths [2]. The construction of
optimal schedulers in terms of throughput makes imperative
the investigation of the sum-rate upper bound that can
be achieved in this situation. However, such a myopic
approach is not enough for real-life wireless applications
if the scheduler does not share common channel resources
fairly among all the participating users as well. Based on
this, intensive research has been carried out in the past few
years to study the interaction between these two conflicting
goals and design fair channel-aware scheduling rules for
delay-constrained data connections. In this context, this
work provides an analytical framework for quantifying the
throughput gain of diﬀerent multiuser scheduling strategies
in MIMO downlink channel with diﬀerent types of partial
channel state information (CSI) in the transmitter. The use
of a well-known fairness performance metric, Jain’s fairness
index [3], is also suggested as a simple way to evaluate
the short-term fairness that is traded oﬀ at the expense of
additional throughput gain.
Recent theoretical results show that the optimal
transmission scheme in an MIMO downlink channel is dirty
paper coding (DPC) [4], but it faces serious implementation
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issues in practical systems due to its high complexity,
especially when the number of participating users is large.
Linear beamforming (LBF) is a suboptimal strategy in
which each user stream is multiplied independently by a
beamforming weighting vector for transmission through
multiple antennas. Despite its reduced complexity, LBF
achieves a large portion of DPC capacity and exhibits
the best tradeoﬀ between complexity and performance
[5]. In particular, a simpler strategy based on zero-forcing
beamforming (ZFBF) has been shown to be optimal in terms
of sum capacity in the limit of a large number of users [6].
All these capacity results rely on the assumption that perfect
CSI is available at the transmitter. However, this condition
is hard to satisfy in practical systems, particularly when
frequency-division duplex (FDD) is implemented because in
practice mobiles report their channel estimates to the BS via
a rate-constrained reverse channel.
One of the simplest approaches to reduce feedback
overhead involves each user quantizing his instantaneous
vector channel according to a finite collection of vectors
(beamformer codebook) that is maintained at both extremes
of the link [7]. After selecting the optimal quantization
vector, receiver feeds back the corresponding codeword index
through a B-bit (per user) reverse channel at the beginning of
each transmission block. This feedback is used to capture the
channel direction information (CDI), and was first considered
for point-to-point MIMO channels in [8, 9]. System sum-
rate capacity with only CDI is bounded as the number of
users increases because channel quality information (CQI)
is not available in transmission to exploit multiuser diver-
sity and obtain the double-logarithmic growth in system
throughput with the number of users [10]. Based on this,
both CDI and CQI feedbacks are necessary if we want to
achieve both multiplexing and multiuser diversity gains at
the same time. As expected, we later show that CQI should
be the channel magnitude in low Tx power regime, while
it should be proportional to the signal-to-interference power
ratio (SIR) when Tx power is high.
Limited feedback techniques have already been consid-
ered in 3G cellular standards, where two antenna schemes
have been emphasized so far due to implementation con-
straints. In 3G Partnership Project (3GPP), closed-loop (CL)
transmit-diversity (TD) techniques come in two classes:
quantized phase information (mode 1) and direct channel
quantization (mode 2) [11]. The quantized phase algorithm
uses a fixed number of bits to quantize phase angles to
perform equal gain beamforming at the transmitter. The
direct channel quantization allocates a fixed number of bits
for the gain and phase of each channel entry separately,
as opposed to more sophisticated vector quantization tech-
niques that quantize gain and phase jointly. Our motivation
is to study the performance when combining channel-
aware scheduling rules with ZFBF prefiltering in case of
practical (commercial) beamformer codebook designs. Note
that this principle is equivalent to virtual MIMO concept for
the uplink of a time-division multiple-access (TDMA)-based
cellular system, where many users with only one Tx antenna
transmit independently to the BS on the same resource block.
Our analysis reveals that in the presence of 3GPP physical
layer signaling, the additional multiuser diversity gain that
is obtained at the cost of relegating fairness considerations
over short time scales is quite important. However, it was
also observed that the implementation of simpler scheduling
procedures, such as the one presented in [12], oﬀers a
good balance between implementation complexity, short-
term fairness, and system sum-rate performance. Although
we concentrate on the two CL techniques in the FDD mode
of the wideband code division multiple access (W-CDMA)
downlink, a similar procedure can be used to extend the
analysis to other FDD MIMO systems with limited feedback.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
introduces the system model, presents the feedback model
for CDI and CQI, and describes the scheduling strategies
and spatial prefiltering technique that will be analyzed.
Section 3 studies the statistics of desired signal energy and
mutual interference, proposes a probability distribution
approximation for them, and derives an accurate closed-
form expression for the achievable rate per user when BS
simultaneously transmits to a pair of semiorthogonal users
without exploiting multiuser diversity. Section 4 extends the
analysis when channel norm CQI or SIR CQI is available in
transmission to perform user selection. Section 5 introduces
the criterion that is used to carry out the fairness study of
the diﬀerent schemes over short-time scales. Section 6 ana-
lyzes the performance of the diﬀerent scheduling strategies,
quantifying the diﬀerent tradeoﬀs between throughput and
fairness that they provide. Finally, conclusions are drawn in
Section 7.
2. SystemModel
The system consists of a single BS with Mt = 2 Tx antennas
and K active user equipments (UEs) with single-element
antennas. In case of flat fading and rich scattering, the
channel gain from a Tx antenna t to a UE k is described by a
zero-mean circularly symmetric complex Gaussian random
variable (RV) hk,t , for t = 1, . . . ,Mt and k = 1, . . . ,K .
We assume that all UEs are homogeneous and experience
independent fading, and that they have a low-rate, reliable,
and delay-free feedback channel to the BS.
A block fading channel model is employed, that is,
channels remain constant during each block of transmitted
symbols, and channels between temporally separate trans-
mission blocks are independent. Transmitted codewords
of fixed rate span multiple independent fading blocks;
therefore, when the number of blocks is large, the system is
able to achieve nonzero ergodic capacity. Note that instead of
fixed rate codes, high-speed downlink packet access (HSDPA)
[13] exploits variable rate coding, where the BS selects
modulation and coding scheme according to CQI reports.
However, it has been shown in [14] that both fixed rate
and variable rate coding strategies achieve the same capacity
when channel variation satisfies a compatibility assumption
meaning that the input distribution that maximizes mutual
information is the same regardless of the channel state. We
note that block fading channels with constant Tx power
satisfy this compatibility assumption.
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In our system model, the signal received by a user k is
rk = hkx + nk, k = 1, . . . ,K , (1)
where x ∈ CMt×1 is the transmitted vector signal from the BS
antennas containing information symbols of selected users,
hk ∈ C1×Mt is the channel gain vector, and nk is zero-mean
complex additive white Gaussian noise with power N0. In
order to facilitate the analysis, the channel and noise entries
are normalized to have unit variance. The average power
constraint of the input signal implies that E{x†x} ≤ P,
where P is the total Tx energy per channel use, (·)† denotes
Hermitian transpose, and E{·} denotes expectation. As with
HSDPA, we do not consider the possibility of employing fast
power control mechanisms at the BS; thus, P remains fixed.
Since the noise has unitary variance, P takes on the meaning
of total Tx signal-to-noise power ratio (SNR).
As the number of participating users grows, the introduc-
tion of user selection mechanisms enables the BS to choose
up to Mt out of K mobiles to use the channel. In this context,
S is the set that contains the indices of selected UEs at
any given time. Transmit vector x is related to information
symbols {si : i ∈ S} via linear beamforming; that is, x =∑
i∈S wisi, where Tx weights {wi : i ∈ S} are appropriately
selected according to BS spatial prefiltering technique and
quantized versions of channel states {ĥi : i ∈ S} available
in transmission. Based on this, rewriting (1) in a more
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, k ∈ S (2)
is actually composed by three diﬀerent parts. Active user
set S is chosen according to the implemented scheduling
policy and will ideally try to provide a reasonable tradeoﬀ
between throughput and fairness according to quality-of-
service requirements of the supported application.
2.1. Feedback Model for Channel Direction Information and
Channel Quality Information. The feedback scheme assumes
that each UE has perfect CSI in reception, and each of them
quantizes the normalized channel vector h˜k = hk/‖hk‖ to a
unit norm Mt-dimensional vector ĥk, which is selected from
a common quantization codebook C = {c1, . . . , c2B}, where
B refers to the number of reported CDI bits per mobile user.
Each UE quantizes its channel vector to the codeword that
forms the minimum angle to it, or equivalently













Note that only the index i needs to be reported because
quantization codebook C is known to both transmitter and
mobile users a priori.
Narula et al. noticed in [7] that CL beamforming is
invariant to the channel being multiplied by e jϑ for any phase
angle ϑ. Therefore, it can be assumed that the first coeﬃcient
ĥk,1 of channel vector ĥk is real, and without loss of
generality, CDI feedback solution can be fully characterized
by (Mt − 1) complex coeﬃcients. More precisely, when
focusing on 2 Tx antennas, CDI feedback is composed
by a single complex coeﬃcient ĥk,2 = α̂ke− jφ̂k , where α̂k
and φ̂k are quantized magnitude and phase of the weight
applied in the second Tx antenna. Specifically, in W-CDMA
mode 1 CL TD solution, only phase information of the
feedback weight is quantized with 2 bits (i.e., the magnitude
remains constant), while in mode 2 both magnitude and
phase are independently quantized with 1 bit and 3 bits,
respectively [11]. In both cases, uniform quantization is
applied for phase information. In mode 2, the stronger
channel receives 6 dB more power than the weaker one.
Even though CL TD mode 2 was later removed from the
specification with the motivation of simplifying the 3GPP
standard, we also consider this feedback mode in order to
quantify performance gain when the amount of reported
CDI grows.
In addition to the CDI, each user feeds back a CQI that is
used at BS for scheduling purposes. In this work, we consider



































that are proportional to the selected users channel norm and
SIR, respectively. Channel norm CQI is suitable for noise-
limited communication systems, such as those that employ
TDMA schemes or spatial multiplexing strategies with
imperfect CSI at the transmitter in low-SNR regions. Note
that this is the CQI definition that W-CDMA specification
contains. On the other hand, SIR CQI does a better job in the
presence of interference-limited systems, such as those that
implement spatial multiplexing policies with imperfect CSI
at the transmitter in high Tx power regimes. We assume that
the CQI is reported to the BS without quantization; however,
previous works have already observed that the number of
bits for CQI quantization can be kept relatively low with an
appropriate CQI feedback design [15, 16].
2.2. Scheduling Strategies. Seeking a reasonable balance
between throughput and fairness, a scheduler achieving
proportional fairness (PF) criterion was first proposed in
[17]. This PF scheduler selects at each time slot the user
with the highest transmission rate relative to its current
average throughput. In the classical version, the average rate
is tracked by an exponential window with time constant
tc. The proper selection of parameter tc allows to control
the maximum starvation period (i.e., the maximum time
between two successive service oﬀerings) for the packet
scheduling scheme. The combination of PF scheduler along
with ZFBF precoding has been proposed in [6] as a natural
alternative to provide an equal share of common resources
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among users in a space-division multiple-access (SDMA)
system with multiuser diversity. Even though important
results on tradeoﬀs between throughput and fairness have
been reported, no closed-form formula for sum-rate per-
formance has been provided since PF algorithm is hard to
analyze. Keeping this in mind, we will study the behavior
of simpler schemes that will allow us to derive closed-
form expressions for the performance of ZFBF-PF when
tc is tuned to maximize system throughput or fairness,
respectively.
Optimal user set solution in terms of throughput
demands an exhaustive search over all possible groups
with up to Mt out of K members at a time, taking into
account their spatial compatibility and CQI. In order to
avoid this search in the presence of many users, suboptimal
semiorthogonal user selection (SUS) procedure was used
instead as an accurate approximation for ZFBF-PF upper
bound, see [6, 10]. On the other hand, we use pure orthogonal
round-robin (ORR) scheme proposed in [12] as a simple
lower bound for ZFBF-PF when CSI is not taken into account
to perform scheduling. We note that the idea behind pure
ORR scheme is simple. Select both, primary and secondary
users in round-robin (RR) taking into account their spatial
compatibility. Since primary user is selected according to
its waiting time at the BS, all active users will have an
explicit guarantee to be scheduled at least one time in a
round.
2.3. Zero-Forcing Beamforming Scheme. Let Ĥ(S) =




be the concatenated unit norm quantized
vectors of selected users in set S = {π(1), . . . ,π(|S|)}, where
(·)T denotes vector transpose. The ZFBF matrix is given by
the pseudoinverse of the channel as
W(S) = Ĥ(S)+ = Ĥ(S)†[Ĥ(S)Ĥ(S)†]−1, (5)
where Tx weight wπ(i) ∈ CMt×1, obtained by normalizing the
ith column of W, represents Tx weight for user π(i). In ZFBF,
Tx weights satisfy orthogonality criterion in transmission;
that is, ĥ jwi = 0 for i, j ∈ S, j /= i. Even though ZFBF
is not the optimal choice among all possible LBF schemes,
we focus on it because its analytical simplicity enables to
obtain closed-form expressions for achievable sum-rate that
are asymptotically optimal as the Tx power grows. Note that
when the number of users K is large and the codebook
contains orthogonal codewords (such as W-CDMA CL
modes), W(S) = Ĥ(S)†.
3. Achievable Rate per Beamwithout
ExploitingMultiuser Diversity
This section derives a closed-form expression for the achiev-
able rate per user (beam) when BS simultaneously transmits
to a pair of spatial-compatible UEs (i.e., semiorthogonal
in terms of their quantized CDI) without considering CQI
reports to perform scheduling. The derived expression is
used in Section 6 to quantify the actual system throughput
of pure ORR and hybrid ORR proposals as well.
3.1. Probability Distributions of Desired Signal and Mutual










Here, the first RV gives the desired signal energy while the
second RV represents the contribution of mutual interfer-
ence due to simultaneous transmission. In these equations,
wk = ĥ†k is the Tx weight vector that maximizes received
energy for user k (i.e., the best Tx weight), while wl = ĥ†l is
the Tx weight vector that minimizes received energy of the
same user (i.e., worst Tx weight). In the coming sections,
we deduce usable formulae for achievable rates in diﬀerent
cases based on modeling the distributions of Xk and Yk,
denoted by fx(x) and fy(y), by chi-square (χ2) distribution
approximations. To justify this claim, we use Nakagami’s
distribution [18]






γF −1e−(F /G)γ (7)
as an accurate approximation to model the signal energy
behavior of our RVs, where Γ(·) denotes the Gamma
function and




(γ − G)2} (8)
represent the so-called SNR gain and fading figure, respec-
tively. Note that the SNR gain provides information on the
coherent combining gain, whereas the fading figure indicates
the degree of signal variation. If F ∈ N, then f (γ) is
the normalized χ2-distribution with r = 2F degrees of
freedom. If we select Tx weights randomly, then there is
neither coherent combining power gain (i.e., G = 1), nor
Tx diversity gain (i.e., F = 1). On the other hand, in the
presence of unquantized Tx weights, full Tx beamforming
gain is achieved (i.e., G = 2 and F = 2).
According to the analysis presented in Appendix A.2, the
first-order corrected version when approximating fx(x) by an

































Similarly, Appendix A.1 derives the first-order corrected
version when fy(y) is approximated by an exponential
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3.2. Probability Distribution Approximations with Determin-
istic Codebook Design. Let us assume that CDI codebook is
selected using a deterministic design with fixed number of
bits to quantize the gain and phase portions of each channel
independently, see Section 2.1. Then, each weight vector
admits an orthogonal counterpart. Hence, for any weight wk,
there exists a weight wl such that w
†
k wl = 0. Note that while
beams are orthogonal in transmission, the orthogonality is
lost in the receiver because Tx weights are selected based
on quantized versions of actual channel direction h˜k. After




































































where ϕk = ∠(hk,1) − ∠(hk,2) + φ̂k is the phase diﬀerence
between both channel gains after applying the corresponding
Tx weight vector. Let us denote by Zk the sum of Xk and Yk.
Then, we find by (11) that









follows an χ2-distribution with 4 degrees of freedom and
mean E{Zk} = 2.
The SNR gains and fading figures for both W-CDMA
CL TD modes are derived analytically in Appendix B, see
Table 1. According to these results, fading figures Fx ≈ 2
and Fy ≈ 1 in the both CL TD methods. This indicates
that the shapes of distributions fx(x) and fy(y) are close
to χ2-distribution with rx = 4 and ry = 2 degrees of
freedom, respectively. ( A similar procedure can be used to
compute both SNR gains and fading figures when the BS is
equipped with more than two Tx antennas, with the only
diﬀerence that mutual interference would become the sum
of (Mt − 1) i.i.d. RVs in this situation.) It has already been
observed in [12] that these approximations greatly simplify
the computation of closed-form expressions for achievable
sum-rate. However, in order to have a better distribution
fitting, we propose to use the first-order correction for
χ2-distribution approximation, as detailed in Appendix A.
Coeﬃcients ai and bi for both CL TD feedback modes
have been derived analytically based on the first two raw
moments of RVs Xk and Yk. These moments are computed
in Appendix B, and coeﬃcients are presented in Table 2.
3.3. Achievable Rate for Spatial Multiplexing with CDI and
No CQI. When BS applies SDMA to simultaneously serve a
pair of UEs that report orthogonal CDI codewords (no CQI),
the achievable rate per user when Tx power is evenly divided
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)}− E{loge
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Table 1: SNR gains and fading figures in case of CL TD mode 1
and 2.
(a) SNR gains












0.7− 1.6 sin π
8
(b) Fading figures
Mode 1 Mode 2
Fx 1.9104 1.9919
Fy 0.7714 0.6816
Table 2: Coeﬃcients for first-order correction χ2-approximation
with CL TD mode 1 and 2.
(a) fx(x) approximation









where N ′0 = 2N0/P. Based on the fact that Zk is χ2 distributed
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where En(z) represents the exponential integral function of
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To compute the latter expectation in (14), we use approxima-





















2 + a1y + a0
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dy






































where coeﬃcients ai and SNR gain Gy depend on the number
of bits assigned to report CDI to the transmitter (see Tables 2
and 1). Replacing (17) and (18) in (14), final approximation
to estimate the achievable rate per beam with only CDI
feedback is obtained.
3.3.1. Low-SNR Regime. Assume that Tx power is small.











, P N0. (19)
Hence, achievable rate of an individual user decays linearly
with Tx power in a low-SNR regime.
3.3.2. High-SNR Regime. As expected, proposed SDMA
scheme admits an interference-limited behavior in high Tx
power regime since reported CDI is not perfect. A formula
for this upper bound is obtained from expression of Ck(P),
given by (14) combined with (17) and (18), as follows. First,
we write all exponential integral functions of order n > 1 in







, n = 1, 2, . . . . (20)
Then, we let P grow and apply approximation for E1(z) that
is valid for small z values, that is,
E1(z) ≈ −0 − loge(z) z −→ 0. (21)
Here, 0 = 0.5772 . . . is Eulers’ constant. After these
preparations, we find that all terms containing logarithm of P
vanish, and we are able to compute the final limit when P →
∞. It turns out that asymptotic formula admits expression in













According to this formula, asymptotic upper bounds are
equal to 3.3211 and 5.1223 bps/Hz for CL TD modes 1 and 2,
respectively.
3.4. Achievable Rate for Single User Transmission with CDI
and No CQI. For comparison purposes, we also introduce a
single user approach (or TDMA scheme), where all Tx power



























Here, we could use first-order corrected distribution fx(x)
according to (9), but from Table 2 we find that b0 ≈ 1 and







































where SNR gain Gx depends on the number of bits used for
CDI quantization, see Table 1.
3.4.1. Low-SNR Regime. Applying Taylor series expansion in
(23), we arrive to an approximation that resembles the one
presented in (19). Based on this, it is possible to conclude
that achievable rate admit linear dependence on Tx power
when SNR is low.
3.4.2. High-SNR Regime. Rewriting E2(·) in (25) using





















Thus, achievable rate increases logarithmically with the Tx
power when SNR is high. As expected, the use of CL TD
provides an additional logarithmic SNR gain in this case.
4. Achievable Rate per BeamWhen
ExploitingMultiuser Diversity
When the number of active users is large, there exist with
high probability more than one user reporting any given
CDI codeword. In this situation, the best strategy in terms
of throughput is to select the UE with the best CQI among
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all users with identical CDI. In this section, we extend the
previous analysis to a scenario where the BS exploits users
CQI to reap multiuser diversity gain. Derived expressions are
used in Section 6 to quantify the actual system throughput of
ZFBF-SUS and hybrid ORR proposals as well.
4.1. Alternative RVs to Study the Eﬀect of CQI Feedback.
According to the model introduced in Section 2.1, each UE
feeds back a quantized version of its CDI selected from a

























In our model both, channel direction h˜k and channel
magnitude ‖hk‖ are independent. Therefore, Tx weight
vector wk (and wl) does not depend on the channel strength.
Thus, it is possible to conclude that both X˜k and Y˜k are
independent with respect to Zk. This property will be useful
when deriving performance behavior for the diﬀerent SDMA
schedulers that will be analyzed.
4.2. Achievable Rate for Spatial Multiplexing with CDI and
Channel Norm CQI. In this part, we analyze the eﬀect
of exploiting multiuser diversity when CQI reports are
proportional to the channel norm (i.e., Q(hk) = ‖hk‖2 =
Zk). The procedure consists of selecting the user with the
largest channel norm among all the users that report a given
CDI codeword. The analysis that we apply here is similar
to the one already employed in Section 3.3. However, the
main diﬀerence is found in the modeling of the desired
signal and mutual interference, that become Z(n)X˜k and
Z(n)Y˜k, respectively, with Z(n) = maxi=1,...,nZi. Based on these
considerations, the achievable rate per beam when there are
n users reporting the same CDI codeword is















Z(n) + N ′0
)}− E{loge
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where Z(n) is the largest order statistic of n independent
and identically distributed (i.i.d.) χ2 RVs with 4 degrees of
freedom (Gz = 2). Based on this, the probability distribution






] = n[Fz(n−1) (z)
]
fz(z), (30)
where Fz(n) (z) is the corresponding highest cumulative distri-










⎠ e−zk(1 + z)k. (31)
At this stage, combining PDF expression (30) along with



























































We now compute the approximation for the distribution
of the resulting mutual interference Z(n)Y˜k. Firstly, based on










































where the statistics of Yk are computed in Appendix B and
first two raw moments of RV Z(n) can be derived analytically




















































When dealing with numbers of users that can be handled in
realistic scenarios, it is possible to observe that Fz(n) y˜ ≈ 1.
However, in order to show that this fading figure does not
grow indefinitely with n, the following asymptotic upper
bound for Fz(n) y˜ is derived:
lim





















based on the fact that E2{Z(n)}/Var{Z(n)} → 0 as n grows.
We note that according to this formula, asymptotic upper
bounds for this fading figure are equal to 1.8838 and 1.5509
for CL TD modes 1 and 2, respectively.
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where Gz(n) y˜ = E{Z(n)Y˜k} and coeﬃcients a(n)i are derived


















































Replacing (32), (36), and (37) in (29), the final closed-form
approximation to estimate the achievable rate per beam with
CDI and channel norm CQI feedback is obtained.
4.2.1. Low-SNR Regime. Applying Taylor series expansion in
(28) when the Tx power is low,


















} Ck(P) P N0.
(38)
The asymptotic behavior of the largest order statistic of n
i.i.d. χ2 RVs with 2Mt degrees of freedom has been reported














where notation cn  dn denotes asymptotic equivalence,
defined as limn→∞(cn/dn) = 1. Based on this, multiuser











}  loge(n) +
1
2
0 P N0. (40)
4.2.2. High-SNR Regime. A scheduler that relies on channel
norm CQI to perform user selection has always the same
asymptotic behavior, which does not depend on the number
of active users. This is because SIR feedback is not considered
for scheduling purposes; therefore, both the desired signal
and mutual interference tend to grow with the same propor-
tion as Tx power increases. So, we conclude that the upper
bound for any smart scheduling scheme in this situation is
identical to the one already obtained in Section 3.3.
4.3. Achievable Rate for Spatial Multiplexing with CDI and SIR
CQI. The eﬀect of exploiting multiuser diversity when users
reports are proportional to the received SIR is analyzed in
this part. The procedure consists of scheduling the user with
















which reduces to select the user that minimize Y˜k. Based on
this, the achievable rate per beam when there are n users
reporting the same CDI codeword and SIR CQI is given by

























where Y˜(1) = mini=1,...,n Y˜i. We now need to find out an
approximation for the distribution of the mutual interfer-
ence ZkY˜(1). Thus, we first study the behavior of RV Y˜(1).
According to [9, 21], the CDF Fy˜(y) for any well-






2B yMt−1, 0 ≤ y< 2−B/(Mt−1),
1, y ≥ 2−B/(Mt−1)
(43)
represents quantization error CDF when quantization cell
upper bound (QUB) approach is employed as a performance
upper bound for any CDI codebook design. Based on this, it
is possible to observe that the CDF of RV Y˜k = 1 − |h˜kwk|2
in case of Mt = 2 (and both CL TD feedback modes) will
be upper bounded (in all its range) by the CDF of a uniform
RV in [0, 2−B]. Since the kth-order statistic of n uniformly
distributed RVs in [0, 1] is Beta distributed according to
fu(k) (u) =
n!
(k − 1)!(n− k)!u
k−1(1− u)n−k, 0 ≤ u ≤ 1,
(44)











} = k(k + 1)
(n + 1)(n + 2)
.
(45)
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Taking into account that RVs Zk and Y˜k are independent, it is


































where these approximations are asymptotically tight as n
grows. According to these results, we see that fading figure
Fzy˜(1) ≈ (n + 2)/(2n + 1), which is still close to 1 for both CL
TD feedback modes when dealing with numbers of users that
can be handled in realistic scenarios.
Using first-order corrected version presented in (10) to
approximate fz y˜(1) (u) by an exponential distribution with






































































where coeﬃcients a˘(n)i are derived analytically based on the






















Replacing (17), (47), and (48) in (42), final closed-form
approximation to estimate the achievable rate per beam with
CDI and SIR CQI feedback is obtained.
4.3.1. Low-SNR Regime. Schedulers that rely on SIR CQI to
perform user selection do not provide any multiuser diversity
gain when Tx power is low. This is because they do not
consider channel norm information to carry out decisions.
4.3.2. High-SNR Regime. Because the reported SIR CQI is
not perfect, the achievable rate still has an interference-
limited behavior in this situation. However, the correspond-
ing asymptotic upper bound grows logarithmically with the
number of users. The closed-form expression for this upper
bound is obtained replacing SNR gain and fading figure














results, which reduces to B + log2(n) when the number of
participating users is large. Therefore, multiuser selection
policy based on SIR CQI provides a logarithmic increase in
limiting achievable rate [10]. This is in contrast to previous
findings, where system rate improvement due to multiuser
diversity eﬀect was only by a factor of a double logarithm
with respect to the number of users.
5. Short-Term Fairness: Concepts and
PerformanceMetric
Fairness in wireless networks indicates how equally radio
resources are allocated among mobile users. Fairness should
always be evaluated within a window in time. Those schedul-
ing algorithms that obtain high fairness over a relatively
short-time window are denoted as short-term fair, while the
algorithms that obtain high fairness over an infinite-time
window are denoted as asymptotically fair. The provision of
short-term fairness characteristics for any multiuser diversity
scheme is important because networking protocols usually
have timers at diﬀerent protocol layers that interact with
each other in an unpredictable manner. An expiration of
a timer is a bad event for an end-to-end connection. Such
an event is usually interpreted as an indicator of congestion
and loss of connectivity [22]. Thus, short-term fairness is
always desirable for any packet scheduling procedures that
reap multiuser diversity gain.
Several measures of fairness have been introduced in
literature. Perhaps the simplest indicator is the so-called
Jain’s fairness index (JFI), introduced in [3] and used in
recent papers such as [23] to characterize fairness behavior
























where Rk is an RV that describes the amount of resource
allocated to user k, EW{Rk} is the expectation calculated
within a time window of length W (time slots), and Var{Rk}
is the corresponding variance.
Jain’s fairness index has several properties that makes
it a suitable fairness measure. For example, the index is
continuous and bounded between zero and unity. Moreover,
JFI does not depend on the amount of the shared resource
and on the number of participating users. The boundedness
of JFI aids intuitive understanding of the fairness index.
Even though an ideal fair distribution of common resources
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would result in an index of 1, values above 0.95 are typically
considered to indicate excellent fairness properties.
Resource allocation can be measured either in terms of
the number of time slots assigned to a given user (within a
window), or in terms of the throughput that was experienced
by the user in these allocated time slots. However, here we
only focus on the latter definition since achieving time-
slot fairness in the presence of time-varying channels does
not necessary imply a fair allocation of throughput in
the assigned time slots. Throughput fairness curves for
the diﬀerent scheduling procedures introduced so far are
presented in Section 6.3 with the goal of quantifying the
short-term fairness performance that is sacrificed at the
expense of obtaining additional multiuser diversity gain in




The actual virtual MIMO system sum rates for three diﬀerent
scheduling procedures and two CQI definitions are studied
in this section based on intermediate results derived in
Sections 3 and 4. The schedulers select at each time a pair
of users that report orthogonal CDI codewords and diﬀer
with respect to their usage of CQI in scheduling decisions.
Note that in those situations where scheduler fails to find
a set of semiorthogonal users, the BS may either schedule
transmission to a single user or resign the channel use
at that time instant. Even though the former approach is
most reasonable for a real-world system implementation,
in this work we focus on the latter since we want to
provide a representative characterization for TDMA and
SDMA schemes when they work independently, leaving aside
complex interactions between them that makes sum rate
performance diﬃcult to analyze.
6.1. Virtual MIMO System Sum Rate with CDI and No CQI.
In this part, we consider the case of scheduling a pair of
semiorthogonal users when no CQI is available at BS to
perform user selection. We work on a simple case, known as
pure ORR scheduler [12], where both primary and secondary
users are selected in RR. Note that the performance in this
case is equivalent to the one observed in case of PF scheduler
when window size is tuned to optimize short-term fairness
(large throughput tracking window). As expected, achievable
sum rate is given by
CORR(P) = 2Ck(P), (51)
where closed-form approximation for Ck(P) was derived in
Section 3.3. Virtual MIMO system sum rate for pure ORR
scheme is analyzed in Section 6.3. However, we now focus
on analyzing the throughput behavior of an individual user
when its selection does not take into account CQI reports.
Figure 1 shows the achievable rate (per beam) for pure
ORR scheme when the CDI is represented by CL TD modes





































Figure 1: Achievable rate per beam for two-antenna mode 1 and
2 in the presence of Rayleigh fading and constant Tx power. Solid
curves refer to TDMA-RR when total Tx power is normalized to
P/2. Dashed curves refer to achievable rate per beam for spatial
multiplexing with no CQI, and dash-dotted curves represent the
asymptotic upper bound behavior presented in (22). In all cases,
point values (“∗”) were simulated to verify the analytical results.
(51) (dashed curves) along with its corresponding asymp-
totic upper bounds (dash-dotted lines). The achievable rate
for TDMA-RR is also included in these plots (solid lines). To
make a fair comparison, Tx power in case of TDMA-RR is
equal to the power per beam in case of pure ORR scheduling.
As expected, the achievable rate for both TDMA-RR and
pure ORR tends to be identical as Tx power decreases.
6.2. Virtual MIMO System Sum Rate with both CDI and CQI.
Simple hybrid ORR proposals, known as ORR-Norm and
ORR-SIR depending on the type of CQI that mobiles report,
were introduced in [12] as improved versions of pure ORR
scheme. These hybrid schedulers guarantee a certain degree
of fairness by selecting the primary user according to its
waiting time in transmission and exploit multiuser diversity
in the selection of the secondary semiorthogonal user. Thus,



















The first term in (52) represents the achievable rate for the
primary user selected in RR (Section 3.3), while the second
term approximates the achievable rate for the secondary user





































Figure 2: Achievable rate per beam for two-antenna mode 1 and 2
in the presence of Rayleigh fading and constant Tx power. Dashed
curves refer to achievable rate per beam for spatial multiplexing
with channel norm CQI and diﬀerent number of users reporting
identical CDI (n = 1, 2, 4, 8). Dash-dotted curves represent
the asymptotic upper bound behavior presented in (22). In all


































Figure 3: Achievable rate per beam for two-antenna mode 1 and
2 in the presence of Rayleigh fading and constant Tx power. Solid
curves refer to TDMA-RR when total Tx power is normalized to
P/2. Dashed curves refer to achievable rate per beam for spatial
multiplexing with SIR CQI and diﬀerent number of users reporting
identical CDI (n = 1, 2, 4, 8). In all cases, point values (“∗”) were







































Figure 4: Virtual MIMO system sum-rate for two-antenna mode
1 (K = 16) and mode 2 (K = 64) in the presence of Rayleigh
fading, constant Tx power, and channel norm CQI. Solid curves
with stars (“”) refer to TDMA-RR, while solid lines with triangles
(“”) correspond to TDMA-BUS. Dashed curves with circles (“◦”),
dashed curves with squares (“”) and dashed curves with diamonds
(“”) refer to pure ORR (ZFBF-PF throughput lower bound),
ORR-Norm and ZFBF-SUS (ZFBF-PF throughput upper bound),
respectively. Dash-dotted curves represent the asymptotic upper
bound presented in (22). In all cases, point values (“∗”) were
simulated to verify the analytical results.
selected according to the channel norm CQI (Section 4.2)
and SIR CQI (Section 4.3).
Throughput upper bound for ZFBF-PF scheme is
achieved when users instantaneous rates are not normalized
by their average throughput before performing selection
(small throughput tracking window). This is equivalent to
choosing the set of users that maximize sum rate at each
time slot without considering short-term fairness issues. It
has already been observed in Section 2.2 that SUS procedure
provides a simple way to obtain a set of semiorthogonal users
with large CQI. Based on this, achievable sum rate in this



















The first term in (53) represents the achievable rate of
the user with the best CQI among all active users, while











































Figure 5: Virtual MIMO system sum-rate for two-antenna mode 1
(K = 16) and mode 2 (K = 64) in the presence of Rayleigh fading,
constant Tx power, and SIR CQI. Solid curves with stars (“”) refer
to TDMA-RR, while solid lines with triangles (“”) correspond to
TDMA-BUS. Dashed curves with circles (“◦”), dashed curves with
squares (“”) and dashed curves with diamonds (“”) refer to pure
ORR (ZFBF-PF throughput lower bound), ORR-SIR and ZFBF-
SUS (ZFBF-PF throughput upper bound), respectively. In all cases,
point values (“∗”) were simulated to verify the analytical results.
the second term approximates the achievable rate of the
user with the largest CQI among all users that satisfy
orthogonality criterion (with respect to the first selected
user). Note that final closed-form expression in this case
is actually a tight upper bound because now independence
assumption between ordered statistics of individual users
rates in both terms is no longer valid. Virtual MIMO system
sum rates for both hybrid ORR and ZFBF-SUS (both CQI
definitions) are analyzed in Section 6.3. We now focus on the
achievable rate of an individual user when its selection takes
advantage of CQI reports.
Figures 2 and 3 show the achievable rate (per beam)
when users are selected based on channel norms CQI and
SIR CQI, respectively. These curves correspond to analytical
approximations (29) and (42) (dashed curves), along with
their simulated point values (“∗”). Again, it is observed that
the proposed approximations follow simulated values well
for diﬀerent numbers of users in both CL TD modes. As
expected, the use of SIR CQI instead of channel norm CQI
provides a better performance at high-SNR regimes.
6.3. Tradeoﬀ Analysis of Throughput and Fairness in Virtual









































Figure 6: Virtual MIMO system throughput fairness index for two-
antenna mode 1 (K = 16) and mode 2 (K = 64) in the presence
of Rayleigh fading, constant Tx power (P = 5 dB), and channel
norm CQI. Solid curves with stars (“”) refer to TDMA-RR, while
solid lines with triangles (“”) correspond to TDMA-BUS. Dashed
curves with circles (“◦”), dashed curves with squares (“”) and
dashed curves with diamonds (“”) refer to pure ORR (ZFBF-
PF fairness upper bound), ORR-Norm and ZFBF-SUS (ZFBF-PF
fairness lower bound), respectively.
between overall system throughput and short-term through-
put fairness that the diﬀerent channel-aware scheduling
procedures introduced so far are able to provide. In this
context, Figures 4 and 5 present the actual virtual MIMO
system sum rate for pure ORR, hybrid ORR-CQI, and ZFBF-
SUS schemes when both channel norm CQI and SIR CQI are
exploited, respectively. These curves correspond to analytical
approximations (51), (52), and (53), along with their
simulated point values (“∗”). In addition, performances of
TDMA-RR and TDMA-BUS (i.e., the TDMA scheme that
selects the user with the highest channel gain at each time)
are also included for the sake of comparison. To complement
these plots, Figures 6 and 7 show the short-term fairness
behavior for these schemes when using the fairness index
introduced in (50) as a performance measure for diﬀerent
time-window horizons.
When analyzing these curves, it is straightforward to
observe that, as expected, those schemes that reap higher
multiuser diversity gain require a larger window size to
achieve a certain degree of throughput fairness. Even though
interesting tradeoﬀs between throughput and fairness can be
reported when comparing these figures, perhaps the most
important conclusion to highlight is that the simultaneous
transmission to a set of smartly selected users provides









































Figure 7: Virtual MIMO system throughput fairness index for two-antenna mode 1 (K = 16) and mode 2 (K = 64) in the presence of
Rayleigh fading, constant Tx power (P = 15 dB), and SIR CQI. Solid curves with stars (“”) refer to TDMA-RR, while solid lines with
triangles (“”) correspond to TDMA-BUS. Dashed curves with circles (“◦”), dashed curves with squares (“”) and dashed curves with
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Figure 8: Required window size to achieve short-term throughput fairness with two-antenna mode 1 in the presence of Rayleigh fading,
constant Tx power, and both CQI definitions. Curves with circles (“◦”), stars (“”) and squares (“”) refer to pure ORR, TDMA-RR and
ORR-CQI, respectively. In all cases, dash-dotted curves represent a fairness index of 0.8, solid lines correspond to a fairness index of 0.9, and
dashed curves refer to a fairness index of 0.95.
a better performance both, in terms of throughput and
fairness, when compared to an analogous TDMA scheme.
For example, when comparing TDMA-RR and pure ORR
schemes, it is noticed that the latter provides as much
as 15% (35%) more throughput in case of CL TD mode
1 (mode 2) without aﬀecting considerably the short-term
fairness degree that the former provides. Similar results
are obtained when comparing TDMA-BUS with ZFBF-SUS,
but in this situation some throughput gain is traded oﬀ
with an increase of the short-term fairness. It is impor-
tant to highlight that the amount of CDI feedback does
not impact considerably on the fairness of the schemes
introduced so far if the ratio between the total number of
users and the number of CDI codewords remains constant;
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however, it actually has a direct eﬀect on the multiuser
diversity gain that these scheduling procedures provide ,
particularly when dealing with SIR CQI in high Tx power
region.
Finally, Figure 8 shows the window size that is required
to attain a certain level of short-term fairness as a function
of the number of users in case of CL TD mode 1 with
channel norm CQI (P = 5 dB) and SIR CQI (P = 15 dB),
respectively. In these figures, dash-dotted curves represent
a fairness index of 0.8, solid lines correspond to a fairness
index of 0.9, and dashed curves refer to a fairness index of
0.95. Only TDMA-RR, pure ORR, and ORR-CQI schemes
are included. This is because both ZFBF-SUS and TDMA-
BUS do not provide acceptable fairness levels within practical
window sizes. According to these curves, the time window
that is required to achieve a certain degree of fairness grows
linearly with the number of users. As expected, the slope
of the curves depends not only on the requested fairness
level, but also on the scheduling scheme. Note that both Tx
power and CQI definition have a weaker eﬀect on fairness
performance. In all cases, pure ORR is the scheme with
the best behavior. Note that the gap between TDMA-RR
and ORR-CQI tends to grow as required level of fairness
increases; however, for fairness levels up to 0.9, performance
diﬀerence between these two schemes is almost negligible.
We highlight that similar behavior is observed in case of CL
TD mode 2.
7. Conclusions
In this paper, we investigated the tradeoﬀ between maximiz-
ing system throughput and achieving throughput fairness
in virtual MIMO downlink systems with quantized chan-
nel direction information and diﬀerent types of channel
quality information in the transmitter. We proposed a
new theoretical approach to derive closed-form approxima-
tions to quantify throughput performance when combining
diﬀerent scheduling rules with zero-forcing beamforming.
The short-term fairness analysis of the diﬀerent schemes
was performed using Jain’s fairness index as performance
metric. The advantages and disadvantages of the diﬀerent
schemes were highlighted by visualizing our closed-form
expressions.
In our proposed theoretical model both desired signal
energy and mutual interference in reception are modeled
with first-order corrected versions of chi-square distribu-
tions, with characterization parameters obtained based on
the first two raw statistics of these signals. The derived
expressions were validated using existing 3GPP physical
layer signaling structures. Our analysis revealed that simple
scheduling procedures allow to reap a large fraction (in the
order of 80%) of the sum-rate performance that greedy
scheduling provides. This overall throughput performance
was obtained without aﬀecting considerably the optimal




When approximating a generic distribution f (γ) (with
unknown closed-form formula) by a χ2-distribution with r
degrees of freedom and mean η, the error







results. We shall express this error in terms of the raw






















These polynomials are orthogonal over the entire real line









where δkl is the Kronecker delta function. The orthogonality
property stated above is equivalent to saying that if γ is a χ2-












, k = l,
0, k /= l
(A.4)
with α = r/2 − 1 and β = r/(2η). Hence, the error can be











Series starts with k = 2 because moments of ε(γ) of order
up to 1 are null. In following sections, we show how can
coeﬃcients C(α)k be expressed in terms of the (known) raw
moments of γ.
A.1. First-Order Correction for Exponential PDF Approxi-
mation. Let us first concentrate on the first-order error
corrected version for f (γ) when fading figure F ≈ 1. This
approximation is obtained retaining the first nonzero term
of the sum in (A.5), that is,









Since in this case the exponential distribution (i.e., χ2-
distribution with r = 2 degrees of freedom) is the most
suitable approximation, we have that α = 0 and β = 1/η.





(βγ)2 − 4(βγ) + 2]. (A.7)
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Orthogonality property introduced in (A.4) states that
integral in the first term equals 1, while all integrals in the




L(0)2 (βγ)ε(γ)dγ = C(0)2 . (A.9)
Following an alternative analysis, that is, replacing L(0)2 (βγ)

















The last two integrals vanish because the moments of ε(γ) of

























Combining (A.9) and (A.11),C(0)2 = (1/2)β2E{γ2}−1 results.
Replacing it in (A.6), final first-order corrected expression
when fitting f (γ) as an exponential RV with parameter β−1 =
E{γ} results as follows:




















A.2. First-Order Correction for χ2-Distribution with Four
Degrees of Freedom PDF Approximation. In this section, we
work on the first-order error corrected version for f (γ)
when fading figure F ≈ 2. Again, this approximation is
obtained retaining the first nonzero term of the sum in (A.5)
considering α = 1 and β = 2/η. Note that now the most
suitable χ2-distribution to approximate f (γ) should have
r = 4 degrees of freedom. Therefore, approximation
f (γ) ≈ β2γe−βγ[1 + C(1)2 L(1)2 (βγ)
]
(A.13)





(βγ)2 − 6(βγ) + 6]. (A.14)




































According to the orthogonality property introduced in (A.4),
the integral in the first term is now equal to 3, while all the




L(1)2 (βγ)ε(γ)dγ = 3C(1)2 . (A.16)


















The last two integrals vanish because the moments of ε(γ) of

























Combining (A.16) and (A.18), we are able to arrive at C(1)2 =
(1/6)β2E{γ2} − 1. Replacing this value in (A.13) allows us
to conclude that the first-order error corrected version when
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approximating f (γ) with a χ2-distribution with 4 degrees of
freedom, and parameter β−1 = (1/2)E{γ} is equal to






















B. SNR Gains and Fading Figures for W-CDMA
Closed-Loop Transmit-Diversity Modes
Let us first compute the SNR gains when the best/worst Tx
weight is selected for transmission. Working on (11) taking
into account that |w1,k| =
√















































































result, where |hk|(1) and |hk|(2) are the first- and second-
order statistic of two i.i.d. Rayleigh RVs with mean E{|hk|} =√




















































































































































result. In this situation, RV ϕk is uniformly distributed on
[−π/2Np ,π/2Np), where Np is the number of bits used to
quantize phase angles. Therefore, E{cosϕk} = (4/π) sin(π/4)
and E{cos2ϕk} = 1/2 + 1/π in case of CL TD mode 1, and
E{cosϕk} = (8/π) sin(π/8) and E{cos2ϕk} = (1/2)+
√
2/π in
case of CL TD mode 2. Similarly, α̂k =
√
0.5 and α̂k =
√
0.2
for both CL TD modes 1 and 2, respectively. Single raw
moments and product raw moments of the order statistics
of RV |hk| are obtained by using recurrence relations (13.4)
and (13.7) of [24]. Replacing all these results, we find that































assuming CL TD mode 1, and


















































considering CL TD mode 2. Combining these raw moments
in (8), fading figure expressions
Fx = 3/2 + 2
√
1/2
1/2 + 1/π +
√
1/2
, Fy = 3/2− 2
√
1/2
1/2 + 1/π −√1/2 ,
(B.5)
result assuming CL TD mode 1, and
Fx
= 2.97 + 4.16 sin(π/8)− 1.28
√
1/2
−0.07 + 3.84(1/6 + 1/π) sin(π/8) + 1.28(1 + 1/π)√1/2 ,
Fy
= 1.77− 2.24 sin(π/8)− 1.28
√
1/2
−0.67 + 3.84(−2/3 + 1/π) sin(π/8) + 1.28(1 + 1/π)√1/2 ,
(B.6)
considering CL TD mode 2.
C. Useful Closed-Form Expression






n = 0, 1, . . . ; β > 0; c > 0.
(C.1)
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Let us use formula (8.356.4) of [25] and integrate (C.1) by
parts. Then, we find that




























dγ = k!eβcEk+1(βc). (C.4)
After combining the last three formulas, we get the desired
result:









n = 0, 1, . . . ; β > 0; c > 0.
(C.5)
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